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$WhoAmI



➢  What is API Security

➢  Protocols Evolution

➢  Common Attack Vectors 

➢  WAF or not to WAF?

➢  Technical Part 

➢  Capabilities (AI involving)

➢  Q&A

Agenda



An application programming interface (API) is a set of tools, 
definitions, and protocols for integrating application software and 
services. It’s the contract that lets your products and services 
communicate with other products and services without having to 
constantly build new connectivity infrastructure.

What Is API?



API Protocols Evolution



API - Types 

Source: L7 Defence



API - Trend 



What Can Attackers Do With API Vulnerabilities



API Security - Common Problems



What Can Attackers Do With API Vulnerabilities



What Can Attackers Do With API Vulnerabilities



BOLA (Broken Object Level Authorization)



Broken Function Level Authorization



What Can Attackers Do ...

➢  Try Resources names (admin, profile, accounts, search, pay etc … )

➢  Try attributes names

➢  Try Content-Type 

➢  Inject/Remove data

➢  Use answers to find data and plan next steps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqmyAxfGV9c



New “Old” AppSec World

Source: 42crunch



Security Requirements







Security Requirements  - Why AI?

1. High accuracy. AI-based NLP technology automatically learns an API’s business logic, going beyond metadata analysis by reviewing the actual API 
calls in the specific context. This approach focuses on prioritizing ‘meaningful anomalies’ - unusual behaviors with the potential of significantly 
impacting the business logic and indicating intent to manipulate the API.

2. Prepares you for the unexpected. While general-purpose application security solutions excel at detecting attacks that match known generic 
vulnerabilities, they fail when it comes to detecting zero-day, functional attacks. NLP-based security solutions learn each API’s unique logic and 
detect any anomalous behavior that could be a functional attack. 

3. Capture different patterns in the API data. Finding patterns in API data can be used for verifying whether any related transaction includes the 
required fields and alert when a transaction does not include one of these fields as an anomaly. Looking at API data as a dialogue enables users to 
look at the data from a sequential perspective, user clustering, and more. These are key patterns that help users understand the functional context 
in order to keep falses down.
For example, NLP methods for representation learning, in which words or phrases are mapped to some array of numbers taken as input categorical 
data, and learn a representation for each data value. 

4. Scale your protection. Using statistical modelling to analyze the application behavior and spot deviations from baselines can be effective on a 
relatively small scale. But as the amount of traffic grows, it loses efficiency and false positives grow in proportion, thereby undermining scalability. 
Using NLP doesn’t require comprehensive and ongoing maintenance to make sure all sensitive data is recognized and protected. It allows users to 
maintain very high accuracy at any scale because it discards that noise and focuses on meaningful anomalies.  

5. Knowing the right context. NLP enables security analysts to explain the meaning of specific anomalies given the objects on which they occurred, 
their characteristics, the relationship being manipulated, the users, and more. Essentially, this results in faster remediation and better collaboration.

https://blog.imvision.ai/finding-patterns-in-api-data-using-word-embedding-methods


Technical Solutions



Deployments (Where to protect)



What about API Gateway & WAF? 



What about API Gateway 



What about API Gateway 



BOLA, Mass Assignment & API Gateway 



What about WAF ? 



CI/CD Tools (SAST, DAST …)



“Positive Model”

Source: 42crunch



OAS (OpenAPI Specification)
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What we should worry about?

➢ It's all about statistic

➢ Learn through legitimate traffic (Cannot stop from the first 
bad request!)

➢ Policy creation/correction for Every API!

➢ Take an action (Protect) takes time

➢ Integrations









Anomalies Detection

➢ Self-explanatory Anomaly Descriptions
➢ Use NLP to auto-generate self-explanatory report of the abnormal API
➢ anomaly event and incident
➢ Make it accessible/understandable for anyone with basic knowledge of the 

domain (e.g., Financial service)



“What Did You Say ?”



API Auto Discovery



“Connect The Dots” - Visibility

➢ Smart analytic layer which group and classify API anomalies into 
intent-driven Attack incident.

➢ Convert anomalies into the actionable incident by grouping 
multiple-anomalies with a common attack denominator into an 
incident.



Attacker “Signature”



Anomalies Visibility (Find the Risks)



Early detection - Probe Phase

➢ Taking advantage of “trial and error” hacking patterns
➢ Identify “attempts-to-attack“ patterns and alert/block the root cause before a 

successful attack was conducted



“Important” Content Detection



Security Policy as a Code 



Bi-Directional Security (Next Step)



Vendors (Example)



Conclusion



Thank You!

vitalyd@jfrog.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vitaly-davidoff-07039a1


